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Freshmen choose living quarters

Life Advisory Committee deckles dorm policy.
Guardian photo by Dave Denney
By DORIAN A. VIOUN
Guardian Staff Writer
A motion was made yesterday
at the Residents Life Advisory
Committee meeting to allow new
freshmen to have a choice of
whether they wanted to live in
Hamilton Hall or he new apart-

ments.
"1 do believe this is a partial
solution, although not a whole
solution," said Charles Hartmann, associate professor of law .
COMMITTEE MEMBERS decided that if incoming freshmen
were given a choice, some would
choose the apartments, thus

giving more returning students
the chance of living in the dorm.
"It's hard for the returning
students to want to live in a
building that doesn't exist." remarked Roger Holmes, assistant
director of Student Development.
Committee members also decided to make the apartments
more attractive to present dorm
residents. They decided that problems concerning laundry, grocery
shopping and space should be
looked into.
"I THINK THE biggest concern is space," commented one
committee member, "Several people have already gone over to the
existing apartments and came
back more upset than they were."
It was mentioned that the
apartments, containing small bed-

room space for four people, also
have a dining room and living
room in addition to a kitchen, and
that a dining room was not really
needed. One of the improvements
might be to make the bedrooms
larger and eliminate the dining
area.
Holmes indicated that a survey
taken in the derm showed that
zero percent of the population
would be willing to move into the
new apartments. "Don't you
think the survey was taken too
early? I think we should make the
aparlments more attractive before we do another survey." said
another committee member.
HARTMANN WANTED to
know the rationale of the dorm
students that think they should
have first preference into Hamil-

ton Hall. "Also, do the dorm
students realize that if new
students are turned away, the
tuition will be raised?" he asked.
As another forseeable problem,
the committee recognized the fact
that most incoming freshmen's
parents will not allow them to live
in an apartment. "What the
parents don't realize is that the
apartments also have adult supervision and that the dorm allows
for a lot of freedom, too."
explained a member.
" ! think the goal of housing at
the University should be to house
as many students as we possibly
can." said Hartmann.
"I THINK THE whole apartment thing has just been started
off on the wrong foot." Holmes
concluded.

wneelchairs

Standard or automatic transmissions would benefit
By CHERYJ. WILLIS
Guardian Associate Writer
The efficiency of wheelchairs
and the stress placed on their
users is being investigated by a
professor on the Wright State
campus.
Dr. Robert M. Glaser. associate
professor and director of the
Laboratory of Applied Physiology, has been working for the last
four years on stress, fitness
evaluation and the training of
wheelchair users.
ACCORDING TO Glaser. wheelchairs are very strenuous to
operate, causing cardiovascular
and respiratory stress.
The efficiency of the wheelchairs is also low. Glaser commented there is lot of wasted
energy. The efficiency of wheelchairs is approximately five percent. compared to the 25 percent
ifficiencv of walking or bicycling.
Another problem with wheel-

chairs is that "They require
upper body musculature for propulsion. This places the user at a
disadvantage because of the limited physical work capacity of the
arms," Glaser reported. This
work capacity of the arms may be
even less because of their disabiliiyUSING THE weak upper body
could place great relative stress
upon the body, which may result
in a hifth level ot tatigue at even
low rates of work, according to
Glaser. "These stresses." he
noted, "could hinder rehabilitative efforts and even impose rislts
upon certain patents. To those
people with a weak heart or lungs
it could be hazardous."
Glaser said that for some
people, electric wheelchairs are
essential.
However.
electric
wheelchairs are expensive, running from S2.000 - $3,000, very
heavv. not easily transportable.

'thursday

and require charging. Also, in
electric wheelchairs, the person is
not remaining active.
Glaser commented. "The majority of those confined to wheelchairs remain sedentary and have
a weight problem. Those able to
use a manual wheelchair get the
benefit of exercise."
RESEARCH BY Glaser has
shown that architectural barriers
cause even more stress and
consume more energy. A ramp
requires six times more energy
and a carpeted floor requires
twice as much energy as a smooth
level floor.
Glaser reported that wheelchairs of today are as inefficient
as those of 100 years ago. Most
improvements have been made in
the areas of folding ability and
comfort.
When comparing walking with
wheelchair propulsion. Glaser
noted that walking employs asyn-

weather

Loan income

snow {lurries today with a high in the high 20's. Chance of
precipitation is 50 percent.

By CAROL A. HOWELL
Guardian Aaaoclte Writer
The income ceiling for subsidized loans in the Guaranteed
Student Loan Program has been
eliminated by the Middle Income
Assistance Act. signed by President Carter Nov. 1.
This means all Ohio guaranteed
student loans given to students
attending eligible institutions after Nov. 1. 1979 will be subsidized
regardless of income level.
THE MIDDLE INCOME Assistance Act also has a Statutory

thought
The heart of man and the bottom of the sea are unfathomable.
Jewish Proverb

guests
Marty Brennaman and Joe Nuxhall. Cincinnati Reds radio
announcers, will be in the Rathskeller at 2:00 Thursday. This is a
part of a three weeK, 11 college tour in Ohio. Kentucky, and West
Virginia lor a series of "rap sessions" with college students.

chronous (reciprocal) methods,
whereas wheelchairs emplov synchronous methods.
IT WAS FOUND that using an
asynchronous lever-driven wheelchair was superior to the synchronous locomotion of a standard wheelchair.
Another way to improve the
efficiency of a wheelchair would
be to have a gear shift transmission. "Rather like a 10-speed
bike." Glaser explained. "In that
way the wheelchair is matched to
the person for a particular task."
I he fitness of wheelchair users
is determined by such means as a
wheelchair ergometer. which is
like the tread-mill tests.
BECAUSE NORMAL daily
wheelchair activity may not be
sufficient to train the cardiovascular system, a specific exercise
program may be the answer to
less stressful wheelchair propul-

relaxed

Glaser's research has developed into a physical training
program for wheelchair users.
Results from a control group of
able bodied persons showed a
significantly lower heart rate and
respiration level than those in the
sedentary group.
Glaser commented that, at the
present moment, anyone can go
buy a wheelchair. Critical aspects. such as width, size, and
size of the wheelrims, are not
crnsidered in the final choice. As
a result, people end up buying
many wheelchairs until thev find
a good one for them. This can be
expensive, as even a manual
wheelchair costs approximately
$700.
GLASER STATED that there
were few laboratories in the world
doing this type of research on
wheelchairs. Wright State is internationally recognized as a leader of wheelchair research.

requirements

Deferment Provision for an additional condition of deferment on
a guaranteed student loan. Repayment is deferred for up to
three years during any period in
which the borrower is pursuing
rehabilitation training for disabled individuals which has been
approved by the U.S. Commission
of Education.
"There is now financial aid for
everyone." commented Dave Harmon, school auditor for the Ohio
Student Loan Commission.
The government will now pay

the seven percent simple interest
on loans while a student is in an
eligible school, and up to 10
months after graduation regardless of income.
HARMON ADMITTED he
didn't know whether "financial
aid for everyone" is an experiment or a trend of the future.
He did feel that financial aid to
college students in the U.S. might
be threatened in the future.
Harmon explained that legislation similar to California's Propo(See 'CONGRESS', page 2)
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WSU bookstore follows a low profit goal
By STEVE RABEY
Guardian Staff Writer
Students who frequent the
University Bookstore often wonder where the profits from their
$15.95 textbooks go. But it would
appear that they go nowhere, or
rather, that they don't exist at all.
According to Francis Goeggcl.
manager of the WSU Bookstore,
total profits for last year were 2.6
perccnt. This is higher than the
previous year's .8 percent.
BUT HOW CAN this be? The
book store does over SI million
business yearly, and in the first
four days of the current quarter,
over 9.000 customers laid their

money on the cashier's counters.
To a large extent, the small
profit margin is due to the
bookstore business itself. Mahy
independent book sellers arc
finding it increasingly difficult to
make it in a business which is
gradually going over to large
national franchises.
Add to this the fact that
textbooks have the lowest profit
margin in the book business.
Textbooks are offered to retailers
at a 20 percent discount from the
retail price. This is only half of the
discount allowed to purchasers of
trade, or non-textbook titles.
ACCORDING TO Brent Young,
assistant manager of the Book-
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store. the low discount on textbooks is due to the fact that
publishers know the books will be
purchased. "The publishers realize they have a captive audiencc," Young said.
The 20 percent discount is
quickly nibbled away by shipping
charges to the University, and
return shipments to the publishers for copies not sold. Added
to this is the bookstore's large
overhead.
The Bookstore employs 11 fulltime workers, with additional
workers during periods of high
demand. In addition, the Bookstore must pay rent to the
University for the space they use.
as well as utilities and maintenance.
THE PROBLEM OF low-profit
bookstore operations is shared by
Sinclair University. Like WSU.
Sinclair's store does over 80
percent of its business in textbooks, leaving only a slight

Used textbooks are another
amount of business in other, more
low-profit item for the store. Used
profitable sales.
textbooks are bought from the
The University of Dayton, however. has a slightly different students by Missouri Book Services, or other national book
picture. Robert Rotterman, director of that school's bookstore, jobbers, at amazingly lew prices.
said WSU's profit figures were These prices are ther. adjusted
and the books are resold to the
lower than UD's.
University store. Prices are again
"There are differences beadjusted
in selling books to the
tween the two schools," Rotterman said. "Most of our students students.
EVEN THOUGH profits are to
live in the dorms, and a large
be made in used textbooks.
number of students buy other
GoegRel claims these profits are
items from our store. 40 percent
not safe for individual bookstores.
of our sales arc on non-textbook
"Professors change books so
items which bring us a higher
often that it is noi safe for us to
profit."
WSU'S BOOKSTORE, which buy large quantities of used books
docs 85 percent of its business in from the students." he said.
"In fact," he continued,
textbooks, follows a low-profit
"that's where we get most of the
goal in other areas also.
According to Goeggel. art sup- books we sell for 25 cents per
plies. which are purchased at a SO pound. These are books the
percent discount, are sold at 20 jobbers have bought, and then
percent to 30 percent discount. were not bought by any univerSimilar bargains are passed on to sities. Buying used textbooks is a
the students on the purchase of risky business."
calculators and paper supplies.

Congress makes loans more ootainable
|continued from pane /)
sition 13 might be proposed in
Congress around March or April.
Such legislation could cut federal
money for educational and financial aid.
Dave Darr. Wright State director of Financial Aid. said the most
significant change brought on by
the Middle Income Assistance
Act is in the Basic Educational
Opportunity Grant (BEOG).
O • COUNTRY

•

"FOR THIS YEAR 95 percent
of the dependent students receiving financial aid had a family
income of $15,000 and below.
Next year they are projecting a
figure of $25,000 and below,"
Darr stated.
According to Darr, 1.200 WSU
students received BEOG Grants
this year with an cxpected double
increase or more for next year.
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Party Room
. ou'II enjoy your next party in the
Needlepoint Room \V:*.h seating
accommodating 10-90 people.
Call for reservations: 426-4266

NOON LUNCHEON
SPECIALS
All You Can Eat
Salad & Sandwich
Only $ 2 . 1 9
**********
Beer Blast Tuesday
2 for 1

"THE MOST important thing
is to get the people who arceligible to apply," Darr said.
"The congressional budget office
estimates only 60 percent of
students who will qualify for
grant money next year will apply."
"Some students arc skeptical,
some student do not hear about
them (loans)," Darr said.
THOSE WHO WISH to apply
for the BEOG or any financial aid
available can obtain applications
from the Financial Aid Office at
129 Student Services. The office
is open until 7 p.m.

Winter Daze
scheduled
for Feb. 2
By STEVE RABEY
Guardian Staff Writer
You've heard of May Daze and
October Daze. Now Wright State
and Inter-Club Council offer you
the opportunity to be dazed all
year round-Winter Daze.
The firs: Winter Daze celebration will be held this Friday. Feb.
2. from 7:30 p.m. to 12:30 a.m. in
the University Center dining
room.
CHRISTY MCNEELY. ICC
chaircr. reports that evening-long
musicnl entertainment will Oe
provided by the Cincinnati-based
band Dusty.
Tables and chairs will be
removed for dancing. University
clubs will be having booths, and
University Center Board will be
on hand to provide thirsty students with that populur elixir of
life, cheap beer.
A similar event was held last
year, and called Winterfest. The
name h».; been changed this year
to go along with the May and
October celebrations.
SNOW DATE FOR the event is
Feb. 9.
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Old shows revamped, movies copied
By L. ALAN 5CHKIDT
Guardian Television Critic
With February under way it
is time for the three commercial
net* arks to toss out those programs that are failing in the
ratings and plug in a batch of new
ones. Once again, midseason
replacement time is at hand, and
the network programmers arc at
bat again to see if they can score
this time around.
By the time the end of December arrived a record breaking
amount of new shows had been
cancelled (almost every program
that premiered in September
failed to gain an adequate audience). This failure of what was
essentially a bad crop of T.V.
shows can be a good or bad omen,
depending on your point of view.
IT IS POSSIBLE that the American public has decided to quit
accepting trash on the tub-?. The
viewers have opted to stick with
quality shows such as MASH
and Barney Miller instead of
swallowing the garbage the networks have been trying to pawn
off as "original" scries for the
past few months.
It is also possible that the
American viewing public has
avoided what few good new
programs there were, such as
Lifeline, to watch continuing
inane tripe like Happy Days or
Laverne
and
Shirley.
1
suppose it's what you might call
the vicious circle of television.
Whatever the case may be, th?
midseaso>i replacements are upon
us and the trend seems to be in
carbon-copying. For instance, all
three networks have shows planned that are based on popular
movies. This idea of "what was
good on the big screen will be

o

o#o

good on the small screen" has
been tried more than once already
this season with poor results.
NBC's W.E.B., a rip-off of the
movie Network, bombed fast,
and CBS' Paper Chase, an
essentially good show, is sinking
fast in the weekly ratings.

•Rudy's Body Shop

Jan. 22. NBC has Brothers and
Sisters, airing Friday nights, a
story about the ups and downs of
fraternities and sororities.
ANOTHER PROGRAM inspired by a movie, though ABC
will undoubtedly deny it is Makin'
it. This Saturday Night Feverish
"situation disco" has David
Naughton as Billy Manuci (read
Tony Mancro), a college student
caught up in the disco craze.

m
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ARE —
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- FRI PARTY NIGHT
DRINK AND DROWN
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MAKES YOUR NIGHT!
OPEN AT 8 P.M. EVERY NIGHT EXCEPT MONDAY
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the wife of the raincoat-clad
detective in this adventure-oriented series.
The rest of the new offerings
sound even more dismal than the
aforementioned crop. For instance. ABC had: Salvage I, an
action adventure series about a

the misadventures of ex-footballer John Amos in congress; and
The Stockard Channing Show.
about the misadventures of a
woman separated from her husband and working in a health
club. With all that misadventure 1
wonder if there will be time for
any quality.
7
x / r f
FINALLY, THERE'S NBC with
' J '•'LET'US ENTERTAIN 'YOU T ' Y ^ ^
"
Cliffhangers. a weekly series of
three 20 minutv shorts about
narrow escapes; Supertrain, a
sort of futuristic Fantasy Island
set on a high-powered locomotive; and Turnabout, the story of a
husband and wife who switch
THE MOVIE TO copy this time second chance. Mary Tyler crew of retrieval experts led by roles. If that's not good enough,
around seems to be National Moore's variety series. Mary, has Andy Griffith. Along with this is why not try Sweepstakes, a drama
lampoon's
Animal
House. been reworked and will be back Angie. starring newcomer Donna about-you guessed it. lottery winThe popularity of the film is so for another try as will WKKP in Pescow in a comedy about a ners!
enticing that all three metworks Cincinnati, that radio-based sit- waitress who marries a millionIronically enough, one show
have planned college humor-ori- com.
aire.
has been taken off despite a large
ented shows.
NBC is also giving McLean
Then there is CBS w ith: Flat- audience. Monday Night Football
ABC
has
Delia
House
hu-ih. the misadventures of five has fallen victim not to low
which
is
actually
Animal Stevens a second chance. After
baseball
playing high school ratings, but the end of the season.
House in television form. Many failing several times before, and grads; Dukes of Hazard. The Replacing it will be another
most recently in In the Beginning.
of the original cast will recreate
Stevens will give it another try in misadventures of three cousins in season of How the West Was
their film roles, including SteWon.
Hello t arry. This time around he the South; Onward and Upward.
phen Furst as Flounder and John
plays a radio talk show host. NBC
Vernon as Dean Wormer. Josh
is also going to try to cash in on
Mostel will replace John Bclushi
the success of their miniseries.
as Elutarsky.
Little Women, by turning it into a
In this same vein, CBS has
weekly drama. It will air on
808 South Central Ave.
Coed Fever, about the hijinks th?t
Thursdays.
Fairborn. Ohio
go on when an all women's
Phone 879-0991
OF COURSE, there has to be at
college goes coed. It premieres

u

Q

Several shows are being revamped and reworked for a new
go around. ABC has reworked
The Donny and Marie Show into
The Osmond Family Hour. It will
air on Sundays (when else?) and
is aimed at younger audiences.
Two CBS programs are getting a

FREE LIGHTED PARKING

o• o• o• o

IN fOHtST PARK PLATA ON N MAIN ST

Q

o
o
o

least one spin-off, and NBC has
it. This time around it's Mrs.
Columbo. and I suspect it will be
as silly on the tube as it sounds on
paper. Kate Mulgrcw will play
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Bob Grote is on the bench in body only
By J.F. CARROLL
Guardian Sport* Editor
Bob Grote, the 24-year old
assistant basketball coach at
Wright State, will openly admit
that right now he would rather
play than coach.
Considering that on-y three
years ago he was one of the
starters for the Raider team,
had earned an All-American title
and held a record for most
consecutive free throws, it is not
surprising.
THE AVERAGE spectator can

read Grote's mind when he's
helping the guys on the court. He
will continuously run up and
down the floor with the players
and go through all of the fundamental drills.
Forget for the moment that he
is getting in shape for baseball
(he has a chance to make pro-ball
this year after two years in the
minor league) and listen to him
when he tells you how he "really
loves basketball."
He'll tell you that "anyone who
has ever been a player and has
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WWSU NEEDS YOU!!
Keep commercial free
radio on the air!
We want to stay on the air and we
need your help. By signing one of the
petitions being circulated throughout
the campus (or stopping by and
signing one at the station in 044
University Center) you would be doing
your part to help save YOUR radio
station.
Voice your concernfi ,
letters tellinq us your likes and dislikes
are also helpful....
send them to:
WWSU
C/O
General Manager
044 UC

had success in it always wants to
play." And then he'll go on to tell
you how he'll "probably still want
to play when I'm fifty years old."
AND THEN HE'LL sober up
and tell you "everything comes to
an end and you have to accept the
fact that you're limited in everything but you make the best of the
time you have."
Grote will talk to you about how
he likes to play, but he dues
succeed in coaching and has
takfci a certain role with the
players.
He feels that because he is
young and is able to participate so
much, it is easier for him to get
some things across to the players.
"RUNNING UP AND down the
floor with the guys gives me the
opportunity to see the mood
they're in and how they are
doing. It's easy to judge from the
stands." he points out, "but it's
not quite as easy when you're on
the floor, and you really need to
be in that situation to know
what's really going on."
There is one thing that Grote
asks of his players, though, and it
is the thing that he "wondered
about when I took the job.
because I was young, just a
couple years older than some of
the guys."
The one thing Grote wanted
most from the players was "re
snect." but he also wanted to be
"a friend and coach, in that
order, and have the guys realize
I'm just here to help them."
SO HOW DOES he know when
he's got their respect? According
to him. "If you say something to

IH

University Center Board

Wflght State University

Bob Grote.

Guardian photo by J.F. CurroU

someone you can tell by the look I'm doing this right' and that sort
on their face if they're listening, of thing because they feel I might
and then it's easy to read them. be able to help them in a certain
Also, if you say something to situation.
them and they go out and try it
"THAT'S SORT OF what I've
then you know they're taking your set my role to be with the guvs,
word and realize you're just and I tell them to feel free to ask
trying to help."
me for any help and if I can help
Grote believes the players have them. I'll give advice and while
adjusted well to his role as coach, I'm not an expert. I think I do
stating he now has a "good understand the fundamentals."
rapport with the guys." Since he
Grote feels he can be a successhas earned honors in basketball ful coach in basketball especially
recently, he feels he can be of since he played all of the positions
help because some of the players at one time or another (center as a
know his record and realize he is little kid. forward in high school,
fundamentally sound.
and guard at Wright State).
"A couple of the guys have
"• think (hat unless you've had
asked me, 'hey watch me do this' some experience playing all Deor 'watch me do that' or 'see if positions you don't really Know
everything that would help a kid
who's in that position to reach his
full potential. It. that way I think
you're cheating the kid because
you're not giving him all the
opportunities he should have."
AND AS FAR as coaching goes.
Grote feels he's "more experienced all around for basketball
and since I can't play. I'll help thi
guys on the bench as a coach
That's the alternative you have.''
Grote feels that the basketball
t am has a lot of enthusiasm this
year, and stated he's "looking
forward to the rest of the season,
since we have a good shot at the
tournament."
And or.ee again. Grote will be
able to help the players in a
unique situation, since he himself
was one of the players on the
team that went to the NCAA
Tournament in 1976 (the only
Tourney trip to date).
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